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February 7th, 2018
James (Jimmy) Alite
xxx Xxxxx Xxxx
Freehold, NJ xxxxx
(xxx) xxx-xxxx
JAlite@Xxxxxxx.xxx
Dear Jimmy:
I was very disappointed to hear/see you take part in such a defamatory broadcast with your
brother John Alite on Monday, that being the February 5th, 2018 appearance the two of you made
on Me Myself and You (Episode 13) on WildfireRadio.com. Video of which was posted on
Facebook by its host Raymond “Ray” Scipione, which was shared by your brother on Facebook.
As you know, I not only am a writer-producer on the upcoming docu-series Witsec Mafia with
John A. Gotti, which your brother is being profiled in, as a journalist I also built
JohnAliteFacts.com. A website documenting, literally, many dozens of lies your brother has told.
As research was conducted for JohnAliteFacts.com and Witsec Mafia, you provided dozens of
hours of interviews. These interviews took place with both myself and John A. Gotti, and it
should be noted that you first reached out for Mr. Gotti to help counter your brother’s lies in late
2014 after not speaking to Mr. Gotti in approximately 23 years, not the other way around.
In our conversations, not only did you record a podcast with myself, which I never aired – to
protect you from possible legal ramifications, due to an admission you made – but I also notified
you that I recorded our phone calls.
Why? Because as a journalist, it is my duty.
To make sure I do not misquote who I am interviewing. To protect both my sources, and the
people I work with. And to also protect myself so if someone claims I misquoted them, I can
provide the tape backing up what I reported. And so if someone misquotes me, I can provide the
tape proving that the person I spoke to is not being truthful.
However, in this case, both John A. Gotti and myself found it ever more prudent to record our
conversations with you to protect ourselves since you are the brother of a pathological liar who
you acknowledged, knowingly told lies about John A. Gotti on the witness stand, trying to get
him the death penalty for crimes he did not commit. Especially since you acknowledged that you
were speaking to your brother on the phone at night after he testified and were aware of the lies
he was telling on the witness stand... yet, you didn’t come forward to testify against them to clear
individuals wrongly accused of numerous crimes including murders.
As you know, New York is a one party state, and it is my legal right to publish the recordings of
our conversations. Thus far, neither I nor John A. Gotti have done so publicly.
But, after hearing you and your brother spew mistruth after mistruth on the radio, we feel we
may have no choice. Especially since on the radio Monday, your brother spoke of Mr. Gotti
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going after his, your brother’s children, saying that Mr. Gotti “talks about my children on a
regular basis... with this guy Chrissy.”
Jimmy, in case you forget, we only began communicating directly after exchanging emails on
March 21st, 2016. This was after your brother lied on Facebook that Mr. Gotti and I threatened
and were “trying to intimidate” his daughter. After which you acknowledged that your brother
lied about it. Yet here you and your brother are on a radio show implying that your words were
taken out of context when they were quoted by us in our reports... when, the truth is the majority
of the information you provided over dozens of hours of interviews was never published,
specifically to protect John Alite’s children, your niece and nephews, as well as the rest of your
extended family. Especially since you described on multiple occasions how your brother
physically and mentally abused his children and other members of your family. Jimmy, you even
provided us with a recording of numerous members of your family discussing your brother
threatening to kill a member of your family, making it all the more shocking that you have now
accused us of doctoring your words and sat at a table with your brother as he accused us of going
after his children.
Especially since on the broadcast Monday, John Alite said the “Gottis do say that I’m friends
with a pedophile... and the guy’s not a pedophile.”
When the truth is, after I confronted your brother with questions outside Brooklyn Federal Court
on October 24th, where he’s being sued for defamation, and asked him, on video: “Why did a
pedophile write the first draft of your book?”
He acknowledged that a pedophile did in fact write it.
Jimmy, please post a public apology video listing and correcting every mistruth you and your
brother told on the February 5th broadcast and please have that broadcast removed from
Facebook, WildfireRadio.com, and wherever else it is posted. If you don’t, we will be forced to
defend our reputations, research and projects against these lies and may start releasing excerpts
of your statements and other recordings which you made on your own and provided to us.
But remember, we never wanted to do this. Even though your brother stated on Facebook last
year that you went undercover and recorded conversations with us, we never stooped to his level
or released our own recordings (which again, were made to protect ourselves). You said you
came forward as a source to do the right thing and help expose your brother’s lies and egregious
behavior, and in 2016 even sued him for theft and defamation. But should you choose to publicly
engage in defamatory acts of your own, acting like we were out to con you when we only tried to
help you, again: we will have no choice but to defend the integrity of our projects, research, and
reputations.
I was appalled when your brother wrote on Facebook in October that you were offered “up to 15
grand” by Mr. Gotti to lie, and am even more appalled that he stated on the radio Monday that
you were offered “up to 15,000” to lie, because, it was you who came to us seeking help to get
you and your “story” out there. But, we never paid you money for an interview during our
investigations. Although numerous times you requested compensation, those requests were
denied numerous times and memorialized each time. We only said that you would be
compensated for your time if you appeared on camera in a documentary. And we especially
never offered to pay you money to take a polygraph or sign an affidavit. It was you who offered
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to take one and sign one, on your own when you first came forward to appear credible, and did
take one and sign one.
We also never offered to pay you to sign an affidavit to get your brother sent back to prison as
you have implied.
Instead, you offered to sign another affidavit after stating that your brother was planning to hurt
and possibly kill me when he got off supervised release, as well as you and or others. You even
said that your mother called your brother’s FBI handler, Agent Ted Otto in a 10/9/2016
Facebook message, and that Agent Otto spoke to your brother afterwards.
However, in the end, you didn’t sign the affidavit that your brother was making threats, an
affidavit that you initiated, and the main reason you provided for why you didn’t was because
your mother and father would stop assisting you financially and you would be homeless, which
was also memorialized on our end multiple times, as you discussed it multiple times. And as you
know, you were told multiple times that we could not provide a home for you in exchange for
you signing an affidavit. You would have lost credibility.
Jimmy, when you first came forward, it was you who stated repeatedly that you wanted to appear
credible. So, please do the right thing. Make an apology video and act credibly.
Best Regards,
Chris Kasparoza
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